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CHEMICAL MODELS OF SOLUTE ACQUISITION IN GLACIAL MELT 
WATERS 

By R. RAISWELL * 

(School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, I orwich NR4 7TJ, England ) 

ABSTR ACT. C hemi ca l models for the evolution of bulk melt waters can be 
constructed by assuming th at rock mine ra l weathering and solute acqu isi
tion a re controlled by ca rbo nate equilibria . Differen t opcn- a nd c1osed
sys tem models a re d efin ed by vari a tions in th e ra tes of wea thering re la ti ve 
to the ra te of hydrogen- ion suppl y by th e dissolution and dissociation of 
CO" and can be recog nized by characteristi c pH and I + relationships. The 
observed and inferred compositions of en g lacia l and subglacial melt sugges t 
th at mixing is unlik ely to be conserva ti ve and that closed-system conditio ns 
result where post-mix in g weathering reac tions occur. The final composition 
of bulk melt wa ters is d e termined by the mixin g ra tio betwee n eng lacial a nd 
subglacial melt , th e ex tent of post-mixing evoluti on, and oppo rtunity for 
mi xing with g ro und wa ters or re-equilibration with the a tmosph ere. 

RESUM E. Modeles chimiques des processus de dissolul iol/ dalls les eaux de fu sions 
glaciaires. On peut construire des moclcles chimiques reproduisa nt 
l'evolution des ca ux d e fusion resurge nles en partant de I'h ypo these qu e 
I'a ttaque des minc raux d es roches el I'acquisitio n de malicre dissoute sont 
conlr61cs par I'equilibre des carbonates. Diffe re nts syslcmcs mod eies Duve n s 
DU fermes sont d i: fini s par des variations clans les vitcsses d'a ttaqu e scion le 
taux de disso lutio n du g az carbonique iss u de I'atmosphcrc, et pcuvcnt e trc 
distingues par des pH ca rac te ristiqucs el d es re lat ions :E +. Les compo siti on s 
observees et deduites des eaux ilHraglacia ires et sous-glac iaires fo nt pe nse r 
qu e les melanges ne sont probablemelll pas dura bl es et que les conditio ns 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been many chemical studies of melt 
waters following their emergence from the glacier 
portal (e.g. Rainwater and Guy, 1961; Reynolds and 
Johnson, 1972; Lorrain and Souchez, 1972; Slatt, 
1972; Church, 1974; Collins, [1978]; Lemmens and 
Roger, 1978; Souchez and others, 1973; Collins, 
1979[a],[b]; Collins and Young, 1981), but relatively 
little attention has been directed towards identi
fying the nature and controls of solute acquisition 
by water-rock interactions in the glacial system. 
Lorrain and Souchez (1972) suggest that cations are 
acquired by desorption from suspended sediment, 
whilst Lemmens and Roger (1978) show that the relative 
abundance of different cations is determined by their 
rates of leaching from silicate minerals and replace
ment by hydrogen ions. Reynolds and Johnson (1972) 
have also shown that hydrogen-ion concentrations 
exert a significant influence on water-rock inter
actions in melt waters, as they do in general on most 
weathering reactions. 

In surface waters, hydrogen-ion concentrations 
are principally controlled by carbonate equilibria, 
which can only be quantified by analysi s for cations, 
dissolved carbonate species and pH. It i s the purpose 
of this paper to present chemical models whi ch define 
the controls of solute acquisition by glacial melt 
waters in terms of carbonate equilibria. 

CHEMICAL WEATHERING PROCESSES 

The nature of water-rock interactions in the gla c
ial system has a strong parallel in the dissolution 
and weathering reactions in the soil system, with the 

*Now at Departmcnt of Earth Srirnrcs, University or Lecds, Leeds I.S2 9JT) 
England . 

d 'un systeme clos se produi se nt lorsque les reac tions d 'allaque apres le 
mela nge surviennent. La compositi on finale des cali x d e fante a la sortie du 
g lacier es t de terminee par le ta ux de melange des ea ux de fu sion intra e t 
sOlls-g iac iaires, I'importance d e I'evo lution apres me lange, e t les possibilites 
de me lange avee des eaux so utel'raines ou d e recquilibrage avec 
I'a tmosphcrc. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Chemische M odellefiir die LoSlmgsanreichmmg in gla,i_"e" 
Schmel,wassern . Chemische M odelle fUr die Entwicklun g von "l assen
Schm elz wassern konnen aus d e r Annahme hergeleite t werden, dass die 
Verwitte rung von Felsmin e ra le n und di e Anreiche rung mit Losungen 
durch Carbona t-Gleichgewichte ko ntrolliert wird . Ve rschiedene Modell e 
fUr offene und geschlossene Sys teme sind durch Ve rand erungen in der 
Verwittc rungsrate relativ Zllr Aufnahmc von Kohlcndi oxid aus der Atmos
pha re gekennzeichnet und konnen durch charakteristische pH- und 
I: + -Beziehungcn erk annt we rde n . Di e beobache te n und angenommene n 
Zusamme nset zungen van inner- und subglazialem Sc hmelzwasser lasse n 
\'ermutc n , dass der .Mischvorg ang nieht konservativc ist und dass sie h 
Bedingungen eines gesehl osse ne n S ystems einstellen , w e nn Verwincrungs
reaktionen nach der ~1 i sehung a uftrc len. Die endg i..iltige Zusa mmensetzung 
van M assen-Sehmclzwassern ist durch das Mischungsve rhaltnis zwi sche n 
inn er- und subglazialem Schmelzwasser, durch das Ausmass der En
twicklun g nach der Mischung und die ~1 6gli c hkrit d er Einmischung vo n 
Grundwassc r odeI' des !\ustausc hes mil der Atmospha rc bes limmt. 

important difference that dissolved organic mate ria l 
may be a Si gn ificant source of acidity in soils 
(Graustein and others, 1977) but i s presen t at very 
low concentrations in melt waters (personal commu ni
cation from T.C. Lode r). Furthermore, mate rial within 
the glacial drainage system i s freshly gr ound , whereas 
grains in other su rface -weathering envi r onment s are 
often coated with adsorbed orga nic compounds which 
modify their surface properties and reac ti vity (Hunter 
and Lis s , 1982; Tipping, 1981) . The absence of such 
organic ma t erial s in the glacial drainage sys t em 
(excluding the pro-glacial environment) all ows the con 
sideration of purely in organic reactions and i s an 
important Simplify in g factor. 

Studies of soi l weathering do however suggest 
that the infl uence of three chemical factors (water 
composition, water flow rate, and rock mineralogy) 
is paramount, although these factors are themselves 
dependent on many other variables, e.g. relief, 
drainage, bi ogen ic activity , and cl imate . These three 
chemical factors are briefl y evaluated below, with 
reference to the glacial system. More detailed dis
cussions of chemical wea therin g can be f ou nd in 
Berner (1971), Curtis ([C!976]), Bolt and Bruggenwert 
(197 8 ), Raiswell and others (1980), and Stumm and 
Morgan (1981). 

Water> composi tion 
The si ngle most import ant mecha ni sm by which rock 

minerals are weathered i s acid hydroly s is, the gene ral 
prinCiple s of which can be demonstrated by reference 
to just three types of minerals; ca rbon ates , sili cates , 
and aluminosilicates. 

+ 2+ CaCOJ (s) + H (aq) ~ Ca (aq) + HC0 3-(aq), 
calclte 

M9 ZSi04 (s) + 4H+(aq) ~ 2Mg2+(aq) + H4Si04(aq), 
forsterite di sso lved s ili ca 
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2NaA1Si308(s) + 2H+(aq) + 9H 20(1) ~ 
a 1 bite 

2Na+(aq) + 4H 4Si04(aq) + A1 2Si 205(OH)4(s). 
kaol i nite 

In each of these reactions a metal cation is released 
to solution by a fixed amount of hydrogen ions and the 
anionic component of the mineral is completely solu
bilized (calcite, forsterite) or partially solubilized 
(albite) to give dissolved carbonate or silica species. 
Because of the partial solubilization of alumino
silicates (incongruent dissolution), a number of dif
ferent chemical reactions can be written to produce 
different residual solid phases (gibbsite, kaolinite, 
montmorillonite) depending on the degree of solubili
zation . However, the same relationship between hydro
gen ions consumed and cations released still applies. 

It follows from this that the chemical weathering 
of rock minerals is controlled to a great extent by 
the supply of hydrogen ions by acids (Curtis, [C1976J). 
The main sources of acids in natural systems arise 
from C02 (dissolved from the atmosphe re and from bio
genic respiratory sources), sulphide oxidation and 
po ll utant acid gases such as S02. The present paper 
is restricted to modelling weathering reactions in 
melt waters prior to their emergence at the glacier 
portal (where biogenic contributions should be neglig
ible) in glacial systems unperturbed by anthropogenic 
inputs . Hence the main sources of acids are considered 
to be from the equilibration of melt waters with 
atmospheric C02 and from the weathering of sulphide 
minerals in bedrock. 

An aqueous solution of carbon dioxide contains 
simple dissolved C02 molecules (C02(aq)) as well as 
the hydrated species H2C03, although the former is 
great ly predominant. Since the hydration equilibrium 
is established rapidly (less than a few minut es) the 
species C02(aq) and H2C03 may be considered together 
and are so designated as H2CO~*, following the 
approach of Stumm and Morgan (1981). The H2C03 may 
be dissociated in two steps to produce the hydrogen 
ions required for acid hydrolysis. 

C02(9) + H20(1)~C02(aq)~H2C03(aq) ~ 

H+(aq) + HC0 3 -(aq)~2H+(aq) + CO/-(aq) . 

The final dissociation to C0 3
2- occurs only at high 

pH and does not make a significant contribution to 
hydrogen ions in most melt waters (see l ater) . Thus, 
the weathering of forsterite can be re-written as; 

Mg 2Si04(s) + 4H2c03*(aq)~2Mg2+(aq) + 

+ 4HC0 3-(aq) + H4Si04(aq) . 

An important general principle is indicated; the ani
onic components of melt waters demonstrate ,the aCId 
source used in the dissolution and weatherIng of rock 
minerals . Similarly where acids are supplied by the, 
oxidation of sulphides (commonly pyrite), sulphate IS 
the dominant anion. 

4 FeS2(S) + 15 02(9) + 8 H20(1) ~ 

2 Fe203(s) + 16H+(aq) + 8S04
2- (aq) . 

This brief summary of the role of hydrogen ions 
in weathering emphasizes that attention must be direc
ted towards the anionic composition of me lt waters, 
as indicators of the hydrogen-i on sources which deter
mined the nature and extent of chemical weathering . 

Water flow mte 
The influence of water flow rate can be assessed 

by considering the example of albite weathering (see 
above). The equilibrium constant for this reaction 
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can be written as below and its value derived from 
thermodynamic data . 

Keq = 

[Na +J2 [H4Si04J4 

[H+i 

Many silicate and aluminosilicate weathering rea ctions 
have equilibrium constants of a similar magnitude, 
indicating that only small increases in the concen
trations of the aqueous products (and decreases in 
[H+J) are needed to approach equilibrium and stabilize 
the sol id phases. In these circumstances water flow 
rate can exert a critical control on the rate and ex
tent of dissolution, since high flow rates have the 
effect of supplying a fresh source of H+ and flushin g 
away the dissolved products of weathering. A close 
approach to equilibrium is therefore prevented and 
hence it is generally assumed that increased flushing 
rates cause an increased rate of mineral dissolution. 
Strictly this i s only true when the waters are 
sufficiently c l ose to saturation for the reactivity of 
the minerals to be neglected (Berner, 1978) . 

Rock minemlogy 
Minerals weather at different rates and may 

additionally weather in a variety of ways to produce 
different solid-phase products (see ea rlier). Glacial 
bedrock mos tly contains silicates, aluminosilicates, 
and carbonates with accessory sulphide minerals. 
Su lphides break down exceedingly rapidly in oxygenated 
surface environments and ca rbonate minerals generally 
weather mo re rapidly than silicates and alumino
silicates, although considerable variations result 
from grain-size and crystallinity effects . Despite 
these variations in the rate and directions of 
weathering, chemical evolution of the water phase al
ways proceeds in the same direction and produces fixed 
quantitative relationships between the ga in in cations 
and bicarbonate and the consumption of hydrogen ions . 

CHEMICAL CONTROLS OF MELT-WATER COMPOSITION 

Compositional variations in melt waters 
Existing chemical data permit some useful limits 

to be placed on the range of compositional variation 
in glacial melt waters . Althou gh these data have been 
obtained by many different sampling, storage and ana
lytical methods, they are used uncritically with the 
limited objective of defining realistic constraints 
for chemical models. Nine stud ies of melt -water com
position (Rainwater and Guy, 1961; Keller and Reesman, 
1963; Reynolds and Johnson, 1972; Slatt , 1972; Church, 
1974; Zeman and Slaymaker, 1975; Hallet and others, 
1978; Lemmens and Roger, 1978, Thomas, unpubl ished) 
have been used, covering nearly 40 melt-water systems. 
Some systems are represented by only one analysis, 
others have been analysed severa l or more times by 
different workers . Any data set with two or more 
analyses is represented by two points which give the 
compositional extremes for pH, E+ (the sum of 
the cation equivalents), cation composition, and 
anion composition . 

Hydrogen- ion concentmtion . Variations in pH (Fig . 1) 
range from 4-9 . 5, with most values between 6.5 and 
8 . Most samples were measured under field conditions 
and only four samples are speci fied as laboratory 
measurements under ambient condit ion s . 

Cation equivalents . Most data sets record only 
cation concent ration s and the best measure of solute 
l oad is E+ ' Glacial melt waters (Fig . 2) are 
dilute (E+.:!(: 3 x 10- 3 eq .l-l). 

Cation aomposition . Ca l cium is the dOlninant cation 
in approximately 88% of the melt waters (Fig. 3) and 
often comp ri ses more than 70% of the total cation 
equivalents. 
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Freq. 

6 

10 

pH 

Pig .1 . Range of pH vaPiations in glacial melt wateps . 

Freq. 

14 

12 

10 

~t m.equ I v. I - I 

Pig .2 . Range of s~lu~e load vaPiations 
(expr>essed as E ) "Z-n glacial melt wate ps. 

Ca 

Pig .3 . VaPiations in the cation composition of 
glacial melt wateps . 

Anion composition . Data are sparse. Only 223 data 
sets give HC0 3- (strictly alkalinity), S0 4 -, and 
Cl- and in e ~ g ht of theSe sets Cl- is below detection 
limi! « 10- 2~ol 1- ). In the remaining melt waters 
HC03 and S0 4 are each dominant in approximately 
half the analyses and Cl- is almost invariably 
low. 

The anion observations suggest that a simple and 
rea sonably valid mode l of melt-water chemistry may 
be constructed by reference to systems where the 
hydroge n ions used in weatherin g are supplied through 
carbonate equilibria. Such models may have their use
fulness extended by correcting for a limited supply 
of H+ from pyrite oxidation, but melt waters with high 
su lphat e concentrations require a more complex treat
me nt . 

The above data suggest a maximum of pH of c . 9. 5 
and, s ince 

[CO/-J [H+] 
10- 10 •62 , K2 at O°C 

[HC0 3-J 

then [C03
2-J 1O- 1U •62 

[HC03 -J [H+J 

For any eH 9.62 the [C0 3
2-J is less than 10X. 

of the [HC0 3 J and treatment of the carbonate equil~
bria is simplified by ignoring the presence of [C03 -J. 
For many melt waters the errors so introduced will be 
negligible. 

A further useful simplication is to assume that 
activity and concentration are equal. In an ideal 
solution it is assumed that there are no interactions 
between dissolved ions, in fact in real solutions 
electrostatic interactions may give rise to both non
specific and specific (i.e. ion-pair) interactions. 
It can be shown that both of these effects can be 
safely neglected in most melt waters, which are 
sufficiently dilute to approximate to ideal solutions. 
De2ting first with non-specific interact~ons for a 
Ca and HC0 3 - melt water, with r+ = 10- ~q.l-l; 
the ionic strength I is given by I = Leizi /2 where 
ci is the concentration of ion i and zi its charge. 
This results in the numerical value 

I= 1.5 x 10-3• 

The non-specific interactions between dissolved species 
cause them to exhibit an activity which is less than 
their total concentration, thus the activity is y times 
the concentration where y is the activity coefficient. 
Values of y depend on ionic strength and can be 
estimated by Debye-HUckel theory (Garrels and Christ, 
1965) 

- log y = 
l+BaoII 

The parameters A B depend only on temperature and s~t
vent and an is constant for a specified ion. For Ca 
in water aE rC their val~es are respectively 0.4883, 
0,3241 x 10- and 6 x 10- . The Debye-HUckel express
ion then gives Y(Ca 2+) = 0. 85. Thus, for Ca 2+, assum
ing an equality between activity and concentration 
will introduce a comparatively small error. Uni
valent ions exhibit smaller electrostatic interactions 
and Y(HC0 3-) = 0.96 for the same sol ution. 

In addition to these non-specific interactions, 
various dissolved species may form complexes or ion 
pairs in solution. Again using the simple Ca 2+ and 
HC0 3- ~elt water ~s a model'Oion pairs of the form 
Ca (OH) , Ca (HCO 3) and CaC0 3 may be expected. The 
dissociation constant for the reaction 

has the value (Garrels and Christ, 1965) 

[Ca 2+J [OH-J 

In the pH range 0 4 ~elt waters the highest [OH-J is 
approximately 10- •• Thus 

10-4•5 

10-1.3 

Clearly, th2 ion pair Ca(OH)+ is less than 0.1% of 
the free Ca + ion and ion pair formation can be 
neglected for these species+ A similarOconclusion 
can .be reached for .Ca(HC03) and CaC03 (Garrels and 
Chr1st, 1965) . It 1S concluded that both specific 
and non-specific interaction3 are negligible in 
dilute melt waters (E+ < 10- eq . l-l). 

Finally, the following carbonate equilibria models 
are constructed using thermodynamic data for one atmos
phere pressure and O°C. Reduced pressures at high 
altitudes cause a small effect (equivalent to a reduc
tion in P(C02) ::::: 10% at 2000 m a . s . l.). Changes 
in temperature produce a similarly small effect, as 
the dissociation constants for H2C03 change by only 
15% between 0 and 5°C. Most melt waters are in the 
range 0 - 2°C on emergence. 
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ChemicaL modeLs: mtionaLe 
It has been demonstrated that chemical weathering 

in melt waters results in quantit~tave relationshi~s 
between gains in cations and HC0 3 and losses of H 
for any carbonate, silicate, or aluminosilicate bed
rock. Weathering thus always progresses in a similar 
dir>ection although the extent of progression is 
determined by time-dependent (i .e. kinetic) factors, 
e.g. rates of H+ supply, rates of mineral reaction, 
and melt-water-rock contact times. Although the re
action stoichiometry of mineral dissolution suggests 
that simple numerical rel~tionships exist ~etween 
gains in cations and HC0 3 and los~es of H ,_the 
situation is complicated because Hand HC03 are 
linked through the carbonate equilibria. 

SLOW FAST 
C02(9) + H2 0(1) ~ H2 C03*(aq) ~ 

FAST 
H+(aq) + HC0 3-(aq) ~ C03

2-(aqZ + H+(aq). 

As hydrogen ions are consumed by weatheri ng, so these 
equilibria are perturbed to the right, with H2~03* 
being progressively dissociated to Hand HC0 3 • 
Where waters ~r5 in contact with the atmosphere 
(p(C0 2) = 10-· bar) the continued dissolution of 
C02 gas will occur to replace the H2C03* used in 
weathering. Continued weathering causes the solution 
to accumulate HC0 3-, in the absence of removal 
mechanisms, hence pH is constrained by the increasing 
[HC0 3-] and constant [H 2C0 3*] values (see Equations 
(1) and (2). Clearly, the continued availability of H+ 
depends on the dissolution of C02(9) to form H2C03*. 
However, the rate of C02 solution and transfer 
across the gas-liquid interface is slow, often slower 
than reactions (such as weathering and dissolution) 
which consume H2C03* (Stumm and Morgan, 1981). 

The simplest example to consider is that in which 
it is assumed that no depletion of H2C03* occurs, 
indicating continued equilibrium or near-equilibrium 
with at~ospheric C02. This con~trains the.variations 
in HC03 and H , through the flrst dlssoclatlon con
stant of H2C03*, such that their product must remain 
constant. However with continued weathering the 
increases in HC0 3- greatl¥ exceed the depletions in 
H+ and thus the rate of H ~upply by C02 dissolution 
must approach the rate of H consumption (and HC03-
formation) by weathering. This case occurs with 
poorly reactive minerals where the rate of weathering 
is slow and the system behaves as though there were 
free and rapid C02 dissolution to maintain H2C03* 
concentrations. This system can be designated as open 
(i.e. to CO 2 dissolution) and may therefore show 
large increases in total dissolved carbonate species 
during weathering. However the H+ used in weathering 
may also be derived from a flow of fresh, unreacted 
solution and in general H2C03* concentrations remain 
constant if the rates of H+ supply by flow and re
equilibration are sufficient to approach the rates 
of H+ consumption by weathering. 

A closed system model can now be defined con
versely by the requirement that there is no dis
solution of C02(9) to replace the H2C03* used in 
weathering, hence the total concentrations of dis
solved carbonate spe~ies remains constant. In this 
case the supply of H by the dissociation of H2C0 3 
reduces the concentration of undissociated H2C03* in 
the water. Since P(C02) is directl~ proportional to 
H2C0 3*, the consequence of rapid H removal is to 
reduce the calculated equilibrium carbon dioxide con
tent of the gas phase in contact with the water. 
Waters with these characteristics are so recognized 
and defined as closed system. This need not imply a 
physical constraint on access to atmospheric CO 2 but 
can be simply a kinetic effect which is maintained as 
long as rates of CO 2 removal exceed rates of supply. 
Clearly, closed-system weathering is limited in ex
tent because the initial concentration of H2C03* can 
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only supply an equivalent concentration of H+. Once 
this H+ has been consumed further weathering by acid 
hydrolysis is impossible. The closed-system model is 
recognized by H2C03* concentratio~s which correspond 
to p(C02 ) below atmospheric «10- .5 bar) and the extent 
of weathering is constrained by the original concen
trations of HZC0 3*, which determine H+ availability. 
Re-equilibratlon with the atmosphere does not occur 
instantaneously because of the small concentration 
gradient between gas and aqueous phases, hence waters 
with closed-system characteristics can retain a sig
nificant memory of their closed-system history for a 
period of 20-30 min after contact with atmospheric 
C02 (Thomas, unpublished). 

Basic equations 
The approach which follows has been modified from 

the more thorough treatments by Garrels and Christ 
(1965), Stumm and Morgan (1981), and Butler (1982). 
When C02(9) dissolves in water the following equili
brium is established: 

C02(9) + H20 (1 )~H2C03*(aq). 

Concentrations of C02(9) are usually expressed as 
atmospheric partial pressures, so that Henry's Law 
for the solution of C02 in water is written as below. 
Activities are denoted by a followed by the chemical 
formula in parentheses and all equilibrium constants 
are for O°C and dilute solutions with zero ionic 
strength, as in Garrels and Christ (1965). 

K(C0 2 ) = 
a(H2C03*) 

P( C02) 

= 10-1.12 • 

The dissociation of H2C03* proceeds by 

H2C03*(aq)~ H+(aq) + HC0 3 -(aq) 

K1 a(H+) a(HC0 3-) = 10-6•58 

a(H2C03*) 

(1 ) 

(2) 

A mass-balance equation can also be written for the 
total dissolved carbonate Cr, where 

(3 ) 

This mass-balance equation must be written in concen
trations (as denoted by square brackets). Solutions 
must also preserve electroneutrality, so that; 

(4) 

For most melt waters this expression simplifies to 

because bot~ [H+] ~~d [OH-~ become insignificant pro
vided [HC03 ] ~ 10 moll 1 and the pH lies be
tween 5 and 9. 

Equations (1) - (4) are sufficient for a complete 
description of the carbonate equilibria in melt 
waters, together with the following relationship be
tween a(H+) and a(OW): 

(5 ) 

Equations (1), (2), and (5) are written in terms of 
activities, whereas Equations (3) and (4) are ex
pressed in concentrations. Since it is assumed that 
activity and concentration are equal all the terms in 
the followin~ equations are expressed as concentrations, 
except for H • 
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OPEN SYSTEM MODEL 

Since open-system melt waters reta1n equ11ibr1um 
with atmospheric CO Z at 10-3•5 bar, Equat10n (1) gives 

[HZC0 3*] = p(CO Z) K(CO Z) = 10-4•6Z • 

Substituting in Equation (Z), 

a(H+) = 

K1 [H ZC03*] 10-11.Z 

(6) 

Using Equation (4) and subject to the provisos speci
fi ed, 

log [l:I-] = pH - l1.Z. (7) 

Equations (6) and (7) demonstrate the chemical evo
lution of melt waters which undergo open-system 
weathering. Although variations in bedrock mineralogy 
will influence the nature of the cations contributing 
to l:I-, the numerical value of the latter is inde
pendent of mineralogy. Thus these equations are of 
general application to carbonate, silicate, and alumino
silicate weathering, with the provisos specified. 

CLOSED-SYSTEM MODELS 

It is assumed that waters undergoing closed-system 
evolution were originally in equilibrium with atmos
pheric p(COZ)' Thus, the extent and direction of 
weathering is determined by the undissociated HZC03* 
present initially in the water and which is not sig
nificantly renewed. However, waters in a closed sys
tem may have undergone different degrees of open
system weathering prior to their closed-system evo
lution. Furthermore, the pathways of closed-system 
silicate and carbonate weathering differ because dis
solution of the latter increases total dissolved car
bonate, which remains constant during silicate di'
solution. Comparing dissolutio.n equations shows that 
solution composition is identical, but only one m~~e 
of HZC03 * is requ i red to 1 i berate each mole of Ca 1 n 
carbonate dissolution, compared to the two required 
by the silicate: 

CaC03(s) + Hzc03*(aq)~CaZ+(aq) + ZHC0 3-(aq), 

CaA1ZSiZ05(s) + ZHZC03*(aq) + HZO(I) ~ 

C/+(aq) + 2HC0 3-(aq) + AI 2Si Z05(OH)4(s). 

Thus, for any fixed concentration of HZC03*, the 
solution of CaC03 can supply a larger dissolved load 
than silicate or aluminosilicate dissolution. These 
two cases must therefore be considered separately. 

ReLationships between pH and P(C02) f Or'si U ca t e 
weathering 

Melt waters with a previous open-system weather
ing history must satisfy Equations (6) and (7) on 
their removal to a closed system, and must also be in 
equilibrium with atmospheric P(C02)' Hence [HZC03*] 
is fixed but [HC0 3-] may vary. On initiation of closed
system conditions there can be no further addition of 
dissolved carbonate species (er constant) and 
weathering only proceeds to the extent that HZC03* can 
dissociate to form H+. 

er = [HZC0 3*] + [HC0 3-] 

From Equations (1) and (Z), 

p(CO Z) 10-7.7 

constant. 

p(CO Z) 10-1.12 + 
p(CO Z) 10-7•7 

er a (H+) 

Hence, pH = log (eT - p(C02 ) 10-1.12) _ 

- log p(COZ) + 7.7. (8) 

This equation defines the relationship between pH 
and p(COZ) for any fi xed amount of pri or open-system 
weathering (as defined by er) of silicate or alumino
silicate minerals. The minimum value of er is fixed 
by the total dissolved carbonate in pure water in 
equilibrium with atmospheric p(COZ), which is mainly 
HZC03* and the~e{2re only fractionally larger than the 
term p(CO Z)10-' • In actual melt-water systems~4 
minimum values of er seem to be approximately 1~1 'lZ 
sufficiently large that the term (er - p(CO Z)10 • ) 
remains essentially constant and graphs of pH and 
-log P(C02) plot as straight lines for different 
chosen er va 1 ues (F i g. 4). 

10 

pH 

5xlO-·m 
l,x l0-'m 
) )( IO-"m 
2)( lO-" rn 

175 ' 25 1. .75 5.25 575 
log ~CO, ) 

Pi g .4. Theo roeticaL ro Lations hips between pH and 
p( COz), f or' diff e ron t deg roes of i ni tial open
system weathe ring . 

Re Lati onshi ps be t ween pH a nd p(COz) f o r' ca r'bonate 
weathe ring 

This example is more complex because variations 
in er occur which may become significant when the 
extent of open-system weatheri ng is sma 11. The i n
itial [H ZC0 3*] is fixed by equilibrium with the 
atmosphere, so the maximum amount of weathering that 
can occur corresponds to complete dissociation of 
HZC0 3* to HC0 3- (giving a ma ximum of Z.4 x 10-5 equiv
al ents of H+). Si nce s il i cate weatheri ng may generate 
this amount of HC0 3- eq •• carbonate dissolution may 
generate up to 4. 8 x 10-5 eq. of HC0 3 - and eT may 
increase durin g carbonate dissolution by Z.4 x 10-5• 
However this increase may often be disregarded, 
either because it is small compared to er, or be
cause carbonate dissolution may not be occurring to 
any Significant extent. ~aiswell and Thomas (1984) 
found eT to be Z-3 x 10- ~ol 1-1 at Fjallsjokull, 
rendering the p(CO Z) 10-7• term negligible in com-
parison to eT for all p(COZ) ~ 10-3•5 bar. 
With this proviso, 

pH = log er -log p(COZ) + 7 .7 

and Figure 4 is also valid for carbonate weathering. 

ReLationship between E+ and pH, fo r' si Licate 
weat he ri ng 

The expressions used in the previous section can 
be also rearran ged to define the relationship between 
solute load (i.e. E+) and pH. From Equations (1), (Z), 
and (3), 
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Usin2 Equation (4) and expressing each term in terms 
of H 

+ 

Inspection of this expression suggests that the first 
term dominates ig the pH range of most melt waters, 
for any CT> 10- mol 1-1. This approximation is valid for 
any pH from 6.6 - 9.6, the_upper lim~! being fixed by 
the requi rement that [HC0 3 ] » [C0 3 ]. Hence 

(9) 

and plots of this expression (Fig . 5) show an asymptotic 
tendency, due to the existence of a maximum solute load 
which is fi xed by complete dissociation of H2C03*' 

SILICATE 

10 Initi a l totol dlssol'lc;>d carbonate (x1 0' ) 

pH 

9 IJ}» 
6 0~--~--~2--~r---~--~--~ 

:[+ x 10' I2q 

Fig . 5. Theoretiaal relationships between E+ and pH 
during the alosed- system weathering of siliaate 
minemls, for' diffemnt degrees of prior' open-system 
weathering which pr'Oduce aoncentmtions of total 
dissol ved aar'bonate of 1-5 x 10- 4 mol l-l. 

Relationship between E+ and pH for' aar'bonate 
weathering 

This example is relevant to the acquisition of 
solutes by groundwaters in karstic terrain and has 
been treated theoretically by Langmuir (1971), who 
derived the following expression. 

~ = [HC03-] (2a(H+) + Kl) 

= 2(HC03-) a(H +) + [HC03-] 10-6•58 (10) 

where Ci is a constant for any particular water and 
is determined by the extent of its prior open-system 
weathering history, as shown below. 

But in an open system in equilibrium with the 
atmosphere: 

a( H+)[HC03-] = 10 -6•58 [H2C0 3*] = 10- 11 •2• 

Substituting in Equation (l0), 

10- 10 •9 + [HC03 -] 10 - 6•58 = Ci' 

Figure 6 shows the numerical vgriation of Ci with 
[HC03 -]. For any [HC0 3 -] < 10- moll - 1 va 1 ues of ci 
asymptotically approach a minimum of 1.3 x 10- 11 
Using the electroneutrality relationship 
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Cl 

10~ 

lO~ ;'·~O~·;----------------lO-::;-·'---------[-------'0-=-;-' ---
HCO;J~,,~' 

Fig .6. variations in Ci with HC0 3 - co~a~ntro.tion during 
open-system weathering, P(C02)::::: 10-' bar'. 

Inspection of this expression reveals that the first 
term is sma 11 est when Ci is a mi ni mum, yet even then 
this term still dominates for any pH in the approxi
mate range 6 to 9.6 . Hence the above expression can be 
simplified for most melt waters to 

Ci 

2a[H+] + 10-6•58 
~ = (U) 

Note that Equations (9) and (11) (Figs. 5 and 7) in
dicate that ~ values are asymptotic for increasing 
pH, since additional cations (over and above those 
acquired in the prior open-system weathering) can only 
be derived to the extent represented by complete dis
soci at i on of H2C03 * to HCO 3 -. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed chemical models of solute acquisition 
in glacial melt waters provide a simple theoretical 
framework capable of identifying the nature and ex
tent of solute acquisition as melt waters chemically 
evolve during their transit through the glacier. The 
models can be tested, and their uses described, in 
the context of the hydrological models proposed by 
Collins ([1~78J, 1979[bJ). These studies suggest 

10 

pH 

9 

CAR B ONATE 

Init lol total dissolv.d carbonote(x10-) 

))1)) 
60~--~~--2~--3------------

=t+ x 10' eq . 

Fig.? Theomtiaal relationships between E+ and pH 
during the closed-system weathering of aar'bonate 
minemls, foUowing diffemnt degrees of open-system 
weathering which pruduae aoncentmtions of total 
dissolved carbonate of 1-5 x 10- 4 mol l -l. 
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that two main components of glacial discharge can be 
recognized; a dilute, surface me l t water which flows 
rapid ly with litt l e alterat i on th r ough englacial 
channels (the englacial component) and solute - r i ch 
waters flowing more slowly through the subglacial 
system (the subglacial component) . A simple two
component mixing model can be used to explain the 
temporal variations of the bu l k me l t water (that 
emerging at the portal) in terms of varying quantities 
of water routed through the englacial and subglacial 
system. However, mixing ratios vary on both a di-
urnal and a seasonal basis, such that a given dis
charge may be associated with a range of dissolved 
loads (Collins, 1979[a]) . It may be possible to dis
cern the reasons for such temporal variations by 
focusing attention on the mechanisms of solute 
acquisition in different glaciological environments . 

The supm gZaciaZ e nvi ronment 
The dissolved and suspended loads of supra-

gl aci al melt waters are low (ColI ins, 1978; 1979[a], 
[b]) and the extent of mineral-water reactions must 
generally be limited by: 
(i) Ti me . The model res i dence time of water on the 
glacier surface is relatively small, probably of less 
than 24 h duration (Elliston, 1973; Collins 1979[b]) . 
(ii) Surface Area . The low suspended -sediment l oads 
suggest that fine - gr ained, readily reactive material 
is not abundant in the supragl ac i a 1 envi ronment. 
(i i i) React i vity . Rock debri s may ha ve along res i -
dence time on the glacier surface with little oppor
tunity for surface abrasion . High flushing rates 
ensure that surfaces wi 11 experience some weatheri ng 
and hence may become partially protected by residual, 
low-react i vity weat he ri ng product s • 

Under these c i rcumstances the rates of H+ con
sumption by weathering will be low, or even neglig
ible, and supraglacial melt should maintain open 
system weathering characteristics. Samples of 
precipitation may be compared to supraglacial melt to 
ascertain the extent of solute acquisition in the 
latter, as revealed by hi gher pH and L+ (Equation 
(7)) . Raiswell and Thomas (1984) show that supraglacial 
melt at Fjallsj~kull e xhibits open-system character
i stics and that little weathering occurs in the supra
glacial environment. 

The engZaciaZ envi r>onment 
The time, surface area, and reactivity constraint s 

of the supraglacia l environment are likely to be simi
lar, or more li miting, in the englacial environment. 
Thus, althou gh the en glacial system may be isolated 
from physical contact with atmospheric C02 , the 1 i rn ited 
capacity for minera l -water reactions should ensure that 
H2CU3* concentrations are undepleted and that these 
waters display open - system behaviour . No observation s 
of enylacial melt are, at present, available . 

The subgZaciaZ e nvi T'Onment 
The subylacial environment is in many respects the 

antithesis of the supraglacial and engla cial systems . 
The residence time of subglacial melt is likely to be 
at least several days, since subglacial recession 
flows can be mainta i ned in the absence of ablation and 
after the drainage of englacial reservoirs (Elliston, 
197 3 ; Collins, 1978 , 197<J[b]) . Furthermore, the 
suspended sediment load of the bulk melt water is al
most exclusively contributed by the subglacial com 
ponent (ColI i ns , 1979[a]) and may conta i n a signi fi 
cant fraction of fine - grained material . The <2~m 
fraction of suspended sediment typically ranged from 
10-20% (by weight) i n the Argentiere and F j allsj~kull 
melt waters (Thomas , unpublished) . The suspended luad 
also contains abundant sub -micrometre sized particles 
of enhanced sol ubi 1 i ty (paper on mi croparticle pro 
duct ion, prese rvat ion, and adhes ion in 1 aboratory and 
glacial systems in preparation by R. Raiswell and 
M. Tranter) . The reactivity of mineral grains is also 
maintained at an optimal level by abrasion, crusllin g , 

and fracture processes which continuously generate 
fresh surfaces . 

These factors ind i cate that rapid weathering and 
dissolution are likely to be initiated in the sub-
gl aci a 1 envi ronment, wi th the consequence that thi s 
component should exhibit closed -system characteristics . 
The dep l etion of H2C03* and resulting P(C02) values 
less than lU-3•5 bar ref l ect the super i or i ty of mineral 
dissolution kinet i cs over rates of C02 dissolution and 
hydration, and/or physical constraints on the access 
of atmospheric C02 to the subglacial env i ronment. 
Observations of subglac i al melt at Argentiere (Thomas 
and Raiswell, 1984) confirm that subglac i al melt dis
plays closed-system characteristics. 

Pos t-mixing behaviour> 
The englacial and subglacial components probably 

mix over a re gion of several kilometres near the 
glacier portal. Previous studies have assumed that 
mi xin g is conservative, i.e. that there is no change 
in the mass of solutes a l though concentration 
changes occur by di 1 ut ion . However, the proposed and 
observed characteristics of the englacial and sub
glacial components suggest otherwise . A subglacial 

SU BGLACIAL MELT 
CLOSED SYSTEM 
ExtenS ive contact 
with r C?Q c ilve 
rock debr is 

RECESSION FLOW 

CLOSED SYS TEM 

SU PRAGLACIA L MELT 
OPEN SYSTEM 
Limited contact 
WIth reactlvQ 
rock debris 

ENGLACIAL ME LT 
OPEN SYSTEM 
Limited contact 
With rea c tive 
rock debri S 

MIXING 

EAK FL OW 

OPE N SYS TEM 

EXTENT OF 
,~~ Large POST-MIXING 

\ REACTION 

CLOSED 
SYSTE M 

OR 

GROUNDWATER MIXING 

CLOSED 

SY STEM 

OPEN 

SYSTEM CLOSEO 

SYST EM 

Pig .8 . Sc hematic m pre s e nta t ion of t he possibiZi t ie s 
f o r> the cherrricaZ evoZ ution of gZacia Z meZ t UJate r>s . 
Melt wate r>s domi nated by engZaci aZ ro riginaUy 
suprug ZaciaZl meZt a m i de ntified by ope n a J" roUJs, 
subgZaci a ZZy domi na t ed melts by f iZZed a r>r>oUJs. 
Open- and dosed- system chamcteristi cs a re con
t r>oned ini tiaH y by the extent of contact UJi th 
mact i ve rock deb ris, the n modi fi ed succe ssiveZy 
by the mixing mtio be tween engZacia Z a nd subgZaci a Z 
melt, the e:r:tent of m newed macti on with rock 
deb ris, and ZastZy by the possibiZi ty of r>e
equiZibrution UJi th the atmosphe r>e Or> mixing UJith 
open-system ground wa t e r>s. 
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water with closed -system characteristics has a limi
ted capacity for mineral dissolution determined 
initially by its undissociated H2C03* concentrations. 
There is no a priori reason to believe that this 
must be more than sufficient to react with all the 
available, freshly abraded solid phases. Solute 
acquisition in the subglacial component may instead 
be limited by the ava ilability of hydrogen ions. 
Thus, subglacial melt at Argentiere (Thomas and 
Raiswe ll, 1984) has a high pH (9 .4 to 9 . 7), is close 
to equilibrium with carbonate phases, and has little 
further capacity for dissolution. However, the 
accompanying suspended sediment may still contain re
active material. Under these circumstances an englacial 
water with open-system characteristics (i .e. with un
dissociated H2C03* available for dissolution reactions) 
may init iate further solute acquisition after mixing . 

The various complex possibilities for post-mixing 
behaviour can be evaluated by reference to Fig. 8. The 
initial factor which determines the characteristics 
of the bulk melt water is the mixing ratio between 
the englacial and subglacial components . During 
recession flows the subglacial component predominates 
and the bulk melt water may be expected to retain 
subglacial characteristics . However, during sustained 
ablat i on and typical diurnal discharge variations 
the bulk melt water may be 60-80% englacial (Collins, 
1979[b]) and mi xing will initially result in a bulk 
melt water which has essentially open-system 
characteristics, provided no H2C03* is consumed by 
sediment-melt-water weathering reactions. The behaviour 
of the carbonate equilibria during mixing depends on 
many factors and does not exhibit a simple linear 
variation with the mixing ratio (Wigley and Plummer, 
1976). However depending on the magnitude of the mixing 
ratio, the bulk melt water may range through various 
degrees of closed-system behaviour to essentiall y 
open-system behaviour. However, there is also the 
possibility for further solute acquisition if rea ctive 
solid phases are availab l e (either from suspended 
sediment originally supp li ed by the subglacial compon
ent or by contact with moraine debris). The ti me 
scale for further dissolution is short (possibl y 
only hours), but the presence of abundant rea cti ve 
solid phases may still cause the bulk melt waters to 
exhibit more closed-system behaviour . Thus, the bulk 
melt will lie on the appropriate pH/ p(C02} and 
pH/E+ contour as fi xed by the dissolved carbonate 
content of the supraglacial component (Figs 4 and 5 
or 7), and the proposed chemical models may be tested 
by matching supraglacial melt composition with bulk 
meltwater composition . Data obtained at Fjallsjokull 
(Raiswell and Thomas, 1984) are consistent with the 
proposed models . The pH/E+ relationships (Equation 
(11}) also suggest that solute sources (carbonate s 
or si li cates) can be recognized, but the distinctions 
are not large and it is likely that only predominantly 
carbonate or silicate systems will be recognized 
with any confidence. Accurate analytical data will 
be required even for this purpose . 

Lastly, closed -system bulk melt waters may evolve 
towards open-system conditions either by re
equilibration with atmospheric C02 or by mi xin g with 
another open-system water (either ground water or 
surface water). 

The proposed models depend on the assumption that 
the hydrogen ions consumed in weathering are gener
ated through carbonate equilibria. The presence of 
high sulphate concentrations suggests that hydrogen 
ions are supplied by pyrite oxidation. Assuming these 
H+ ions are completely utilized in dissolution, the 
models may still be used if values of E+ are 
reduced by their equivalent sulphate concentrations . 

This correction is valid where: 
1. Carbonate equ ilibri a are the do~inant H+ source, 
as demonstrated by [HC03-]» [S04 -]. 
2. Atmospheric inputs of sulphate a re negligibl e , as 
shown by the chemistry of precipitation samples. 
3. We have open systems, where the E+ / p(C0 2 } and 
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z:+ / pH relationships are es sentiall y independent 
of rni ne ra 1 ogy • 

In closed systems the correction to be appl ied 
must be either equal to the equivalent sulphate con
centrations (for sili cate weathering ) as above, or 
must be twice the equivalent sulphate concentrations 
(for carbonate weatherin g). Independent evidence of 
the relative contributions of carbonate and silicate 
phases wi 11 generally be absent and the best pro
cedure is to apply the minimum correction initiall y 
and interpret the data accordingly (see Raiswell and 
Thomas, 1984). Melt waters with low sul phate contents 
wi 11 show 1 it t 1 e ambi guity . 

Finally, it should be emphasized that the differ
ent pathways of open- and closed-system evolution 
could also be distinguished by other variables than 
pH and z:+. The use of these variables in the models 
considered here was determined by the literature sur 
vey of melt-water analysis, which indicated that these 
are probably the variables most readily measured . 
Combinations of other variables, for example E+ and 
[HC0 3-] could be derived from the equations presented 
here. 
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